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from consciousness ". Among Kant's predecessors. Herder took the last
step by showing that art is a manifestation of the idea of humanity that
expresses it, in its own manner, as adequately as other manifestations;
but his theory was only a theory of the arts collectively, not of the
consciousness of beauty in its distinction from the consciousness of
nature and morality. A definitive theory of beauty was impossible till
the proper place had been found for it within the system of the philo-
sophical disciplines, and this was found by no one before Kant.

Die reine Vtrnunftwitteniehaft. Systematiache Darstellung von Schellings
rationaler oder negativer Philosophic. Von Dr. Philos. KARL GBOOS.
Heidelberg: G. Weiss, 1889. Pp. x., 190.

A careful exposition of the principles of Schelling's " rational or
negative" earlier philosophy, in two parts—L "Foundation of the
science of Pure Reason" (pp. 1-78), ii. "Development of the science of
Pure Reason " (pp. 74-190)!

Der Mikrokotmot, tin angeblieh im 12ten Jahrhunderi von dem Cordubtmstr
Jotef ibn Zaddik verfatstet philosmhitchet System, nach $einer Echiheit
untertucht. Von Dr. LEOPOLD WKINSBBEG. Breslau: W. Koebner,
1888. Pp. 61.

The first part of an investigation of the little known philosophical
work, Mikrokomot, usually ascribed to Joseph ibn Zaddik of Cordova, a
Jewish philosopher of the 12th century. The author here argues that
the Mikrokormos was not written by its reputed author. In a second (not
yet published) piece he would prove that it belongs to the 10th
century.

Lehrbuch der evangelisdien Dogmatik. Von Dr. FBIEDBICH AUG. BERTH.
NITZBOH, ord. Professor der Theologie in KieL Erste Halfte.
Freiburg L B. : J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1889. Pp. xii., 211.

This is a book whioh, though more specially theological, claims notice
for its general philosophical interest In presenting the theory of
"evangelical dogmatics," the author marks out its province in a philo-
sophical spirit, distinguishing religion carefully from esthetics, meta-
physics and ethics, and seeking to determine the kind of proof that can
be offered of the truth of a religion. He makes, in particular, a very
good defence of the supernaturalist position, from the ground that,
while the necessity of a special revelation cannot be proved except to
those whose mental attitude is that of " faith," yet metaphysically its
possibility can be established. Miracles (which a special revelation
involves, being indeed itself miraculous) are certainly interruptions of
the ordinary course of nature, but there can be no experimental proof of
their impossibility, and for the theist they are interruptions against
which there is no general philosophical presumption. From his super-
naturalist point of view, the author finds room for historical and anthro-
pological researches into the origin of religions. It is not inconsistent
with the truth of a particular religion, he insists, that there should be
general psychological causes urging men to religious belief. The sub-
jective cause of religious belief he finds to be the desire for "ethical
self-maintenance"—that is, for the attainment of freedom from the
constraint of nature by means of a personal relation of dependence on
God. All the " positive religions "—and, historically, there are none else
—have "myths or "traditions" (oral or written), rites and worships.
Christianity is distinguished from other religions by nnit.ing the three
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